
This article generalizes the vibration theory of quasilinear systems 

whose mottos is described by ordinary differential equations to systems 

tiith a time lag, The case of resonance tn quasilinear ncR-autcncm~~s 

systems with a lag is considered. 

1.. Formulation of the problem. We shall consider a system whose 
motion is described by differential-difference equations of the form 

32 (q = (2, p>, * * *, %I (W, a0 z lJa08jII (8, i = 1, + a ,, n) 

ucz are constant matrices, f(t) = f,(t), r-r, f,(t)) are periodic and con- 
tinuous functions of time t, of period 2 f~, and the functions X = (XI, 
. . . , X,1 are periorlic and continuous with respect to t, of perio4 2a. 

Tkse functions have continuous partial derivatives with respect to 
xl(t - rl), ..,, x,(t - trI in some region G, defined by the inequalities 
1 xtt = To) 1 < R, 1 p 1 < p* w!lere R and p* are positive constants. The 
functions XS have, in the same region, continuous partial derivatives wit!) 
respect to the parameter p. ‘Ihe positive constants r I, lil I, T r are such 

that 

The problem is to determine the periodic solutions (of period 2n $ of 
the system (1.1) which become, when ,U = 0, the periodic solution xS (0) of 

the generating system 

1198 
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Ye will consider the characteristic equation 

A(A)= i a,~-‘“‘-E), =o 
a=1 

(1.3) 

of the homogeneous system (1.2). 

‘Ihe roots of this equation which are either equal to zero or to 
?Nj\j- 1 will he called critical. ‘Nj are integers). 

We will distinguish two cases: the non resonance case, when equation 
(1.3) has no critical roots or roots near (to a magnitufle of order of 
smallness fc) to numbers of the form t Nj \/ - 1, and the resonance case, 
when among the roots of equation (1.3) some of the roots are critical. 
‘In both cases the problem will be the determination of the periodic 
solutions of the system (1.1). 

This is the way in which the problem was stated in articles c l-3 1 
when quasi-linear systems whose motion is described by ordinary diffe- 
rential equations were considered. ‘Ihe results of these articles can, 
Ilowever, I,e Carrie11 over with great generality to systems with lag. 

2. Periodic solutions of the system (1.2). 1. 77~ non-resonnnce 

case. (a) Let us assume that all roots of the equation (1.3) have real 
parts which are different from zero. 

We will introduce into the Iliscussion the functions 

rjs (ih) = $# 

where A(iX ) is defined by formula (1.3), and A. (ih ) is the algebraic 
cofactor of the element of the matrix I( .I (i X )I( in the jth column and 
sth row. It is clear that under the assumption made about the roots of 
equation (1.3) the functions r. (i h ) will be continuous in the interval 
- m< X < ~0, and as [XI + 0, AS1 have order fl(l X 1 -’ 1. !%reover, the 
functions I-‘; s( i X ) will also be continuous and satisfy the condition 
oqx ( --I). 

We will define the functions 

(2.2) 
-QD --m 

In accordance with the remarks made about the properties of the func- 
tions rjs(iX 1, it can be shorm that the integrals 
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have finite values. 

The periodic solution of t!le system (1.2) is defined by tile following 

functions: 

This periodic solution will be unique. Tc can, of course, always he 

found in the form of a Fourier series, if we assume Cat the functions 

f(t> have Fourier e~a~sion, The estimate 

holds, where itf is subject to the condition 1 fj(z) f < M. 

IL) %e will assume now that we are dealing with the non-resonance case, 

but that among the roots of equation (1.3) there is a finlite number of 

simple pure imaginary noncritical roots of the form o.., where 0). f Iv. 
(Nj are integers). Tn this case the system (1.1) will'~lso have i uni&ue 
periodic solution, conforming to an estimate of type (3.5). 

To construct the solution, we will define the functions r +liA> as 

follows: we will surround the numbers wj by tile intervals .?r"which are 

so small that the intervals Iw. - C, o. + cl will not contain any inte- 
ger. This can always be accompl:shel, sfnce w,v/- 1 are noncritical roots. 

Let outside these intervals and on their boundaries r "ifi) = S .(&+I. 
side the indicated intervals we &fine the fictions Y? such EAat the 

Tn- 

functions, together with their first derivatives with Lqxxt to A, will 

be continuous in the interval - M < h < ~0, “hi.3 can always !,e clone. l%en 
the periodic solution x:(t) of the systefn rl.l>, will also, as before, in 

this case determine the relations (2.2) anr\ (2.41, in which t!le rSj(iX) 

are replaced by the rSg(ix,. For this solution the estimates (2,5) are 

valid. 

2. 7ke resonance case. We will assume now tbat among the roots of 

equation (1.3) there is a finite number of simple critical. roots of the 

fog Nj~ - 1 (j = I, l *., k) and that the remaining roots are noncritical. 
and satisfy either condition @an or condition I~LI~. In this case the 

periodic solution of the system (1 .2) can be broken up into two parts; 

one part will have no critical. harmonics Rid-- I, anI the other solution 

will consist of critical harmonics only. .Spe&ing generally, it is natural 
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that in this case a periodic solution may not exist. In order that the 

system (1.2) have periodic solutions, the functions f.(r) must satisfy 

conditions which are similar to the case of ordinary ( ifferential equa- -I. 

t ions. 

fj (t) = ‘pj (t) + $J Cjl exp (N&V/-1) 
I=1 

(i = I,..., n) (2.6) 

Here the functions q!~~(t) have no resonance harmonics 

Cil=~trjfj(t)exp(-_*tl/=I)dt (i=i,..., n; i=l,..., k) (2.7) 
--TE 

We will seek the periodic solution xs *!t) of the system (1.2) in the 

form of the sum 

% * = Gl * + x*2* 

where the x * are determined from the system (1.1)) in which the f (t) 

are replacejlby the + (t ), and where the ss2* are f!etermined from tie 

system (1.1) in whichSthe functions f,(t) are replaced by the second term 

of (2.6). 

We will construct the functions r *(t) as in “bn, supplementing the 

intervals (0. - 6 , w. + t 1 by the additional intervals (Nj - E , 
Outside thesi inter&s r *(iA) = r .(A). The I’?(A) 

Nj + c). 

the interior of the indic%ed inter%s so that t e h 

are constructed in 
functions and their 

derivatives with respect to h are continuous in the interval - m < X < + 00. 

Then the periodic functions x 

and (2.4), in which rsj must l$ 

* will be determined using formulas (2.2) 

replaced by r t, and the functions f,(t) 
must be replaced by the periodic functions +,f:). 

l’he functions $,( t ) have the estimates 

I ‘ps (t) I < M (1 + M = M* CM > I fs w I) (2.8) 

where M are positive constants. ‘lhe estimates (2.5) will hold for the 
periodic functions ssl*, in which M ad rsj must be replaced by IV * and 

rs; respectively. We will note that the estimate (2.2) can be substantially 
improved if we assume differentiability with respect to t of the functions 

f(t). 

The periodic functions x 
92 * will be sought in the form of a trigono- 

metric series 

X,2* (t) = $ C,j exp (Nj mt) 

j=l 

(s = 1,. . ., n) P-9) 

The constants Csj satisfy a system of linear homogeneous algebraic 
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equations of the form 

The system ( 2.10 ) has a solution, and the 

periodic solution, provided the conditions 

are satisfied. 

Here blj exp b N. zi_‘- l> fj = 1, . . . . k) 
lconjugatea system 0 + the ho~~~eo~s system 

a%? 
YE- ==L -; ad'+ + %) 

a=1 

where a/ is the transposition of the matrix 

system (1.2) admits a 

are period solutions of the 
0.2f, of the form 

(2.12) 

q,. It is clear that blj 
satisfies the following system of linear homogeneous equatrons 

We will assume that the conditions (2,X1) are satisfied, Then the 

system (2.10) is compatible. The solution can be founrl as follows. 

Since N. 

-k 

\I - 1 is a simple root of the erfuation (1.31, we can find 

mng the rrst minors at least one minor which is different from zero. 
IYe will assume that this minor corresponds to the element in the inter- % , 
section of the first row with the first calm L411 f 0, Ignoring the 

first equation and setting Cii = 0, we shall find the remaining Czj, . . . . 

C . by Cramer’s rule from the last n - 

sZn that all CSj 

1 of equation (2.10). It is easily 

will have the estimate 

where 'j ?~~YICIS on the form of the matrix a0 and the root ~j d- 1 of 

the equation (1.3). 

Therefore the solution xs2* till be completely determined by the de- 
termined operator Ls*, which depends on f: 

%s * = A*” (G f) (2.14) 

Tbis operator has the properties 
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Finally, the linear ~~rn~g~~us system Cl, 21) in the ~e~~~~~c~ case, 
has a periorlic solution of period 2~ of the form 

k 

(2.18) 

where Ml) .**, Mk are arktrary constants dSi -. k of particular solutions 
of the k linear h~rno~~eo~ls system (2,lfl) fin which cSj = 0). 

The particular solution xSl *(t I3 which has been found earlier, can also 
be represented by means of a completely ~eterminell operator LS**, satisfy- 
ing the con44itions (2,15), (2.16) anal the estimate 

LB** & qJ) 1 < AM (2.19) 

where the constants are determines in the formulas (2.51, (2,8). 

Intro&cing the cIetermine4 operator Ls = Ls’ + Ls**, we came to the 
following conclusion, 

In the resonance case, when the ovation f1.3) has R simple critical 
roots, a perio&c solution of the system (1.2) exists, proviilef-1 the con- 
ditions (2.11) are satisfierl. 

Thi_s perioflic solution will have k arbitrary constants M,, ,,., A!,, 
anrll can be written in the form 

k 

$4 

where (il, . are periodic solutions of the homogeneous system (1,2), ad L, 
is a coibletely &termine? operator satisfying the conflitions 12,151, 
(2.16) anal the estimate 

Note. In the case when the critical roots Nj t/ - I are multiple, the 
number of periodic solutions of the homogeneous systems (1.2) and (2.12) 
will be I < 8, The conditions (2.11) will. as before, be existence con- 
ditions for a solution of the system (1.2) but there will be B of them. 
As these conditions are satisfied, the periodic solution can, as before, 
be written in the form (2.20). Here, however, the number of arbitrary 
constants Mi will be 8, and the operators L, will have another form, but 
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they will still have the same properties of linearity and homogeneity arid 

an estimate of type 12.21). 

3. The periodic solution of tlie system !t.t) in the nan- 
resananee case. 7beorem 1. If among the roots of the characteristic 

equation there are no critical roots, anti if the number of pure imagin- 

ary non-critical roots is finite, then the system (1.1) has a unique 

periodic soluticrn of peri0.d 2n, defined in the region \p / Q 9 (7 is a 

sufficiently small positive number) and becomes, when p = 0, the generat- 

ing periodic solution Of the system (1.2). 

T5e proof of Theorem 1 is easily obtained by the usual metbl of 

successive approximations. 

QJe will note that the theorem is also valid for an infinite adder of 

imaginary non-critical roots, provirle~l we can find an c > If, such that 

in the intervals (w I - f, 
f 

oj + CT) there will !XZ no imaginary non-critical 

roots on the imaginary axis. 

eriodic solution of the system ft.1~) in the zveso- 
nance case. We will assume that the system (1.2) admits a generating 
perio?ic solution of the form 

$8 a = M++I (c) f . . . + i+fk*9)& (t) + 9s (t) (s = I,..., n) (4.1) 

wher$ MI ’ , * .I, Mko are constants, t'>xi are particular periodic solutions 
of the ~O~g~~eOus system (1.21, and +,ft) is the periodic solution of 

the system (1.21. V-E latter holds if the concli.tions f2.11) wx satisfied, 

Ye will assume that the constants M.(O) are such that 1 x f”)) lies in the 

region I(;r, Then the following theor&, which generalizes [Ire propositions 

of ?.lalkin [ 2 ] to systems with lag, is valid. 

~eore~ 2. A necessary contrition that the system tl.11 have a periotlie 

solution xSlt, FL) which becomes, when p = 0, the eneratin solution of 

(4.11, is the requirement that the constants M, (07, . . . . M 0) 7 satisfy the 

system of equations 

(j’ = l,...,k) (4.2) 

where the rb 1 sj are periodic solutions of the "cOnjue;ate" of the system 

12.13). 

If under these coditions the Jacobian 

a (p1’.:*7pk) _ + 0 for M == ~(0) 

a (Ml,...,Nk) 
(4.3) 
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is different from zero, then the system Il.11 has a unique periodic solu- 
tion x_( t, p 1, which becomes, when it = 0, the ~~neratiR~ perio&.c solu- 

tion ai bL’1L 

Ihe solution is flefinehl in the region \ II ( 4 fl where 7j > 
ciently small. This proposition is a simple consequence of 
general condition for the existence of a periorlic solution 
(1.11, and it generalizes the conditions which we o!ttainell 
E 3 1 . We wi 11 rlerive these conditions. 

D is suffi- 
the more 
for the system 
in article 

5. lhe auxiliary system and its periorlic solutions. 1 . We 
will consider the following system of equations: 

where 511 j = (vs,jl I(,) ~~jl are periodic solutions of the !1omogeneous 
system and the ‘j are constants. 

Ve will show that the constants !yi can always tie chosen so that the 
conditions for the existence of a periodic solution of the 11-i ~~ere~tia~ 
system (5.1) will always be satisfiert, 

In fact, for the system (5.11, these conditions have the farm 

where J’,j are perio4,c solutions of the w conjugate”’ of the system (2.121, 
and d ij 2s defined by the equations 

(5.3) 

It is sufficient to show that the determinant 1 dij \ fi, j = 1, . , . ) n) 
is different from zero, 

If di, = l . . = di, = 0, then this would mean that to the critical root 

Ni \/- I- there correspond not one, but two particular solutions, There- 
fore, not all the dij are equal to zero. 

We wi 11 assume now that 1 di .I 
contradiction. In fact we can + 

= 0, We will show that t?lis leaAs to a 
ind numbers h, , l . . , h k such that 

Ardrj +*a*+ hkdaj C- 0 (I’ = ‘**.*,‘I (5.4) 
Rut then the system of equations 

will have a periodic solution $(t), and the homogeneous system (1.2) will 
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have, in addition to the k periodic solutions 
critical roots, a solution with secular terms 

the critical roots: 

corresponding to the k 
which also corresponds to 

5 ct> = v ct) + &‘PI (t) +*..+ hk(pk (t)) t 

The latter is impossible by virtue of the assumptions that we have 

made, since x(t) is independent of +,, . ..) +k, and is the k + 1 solution 
corresponding to k critical roots. 
different from zero. 

Therefore the determinant ( dij 1 is 

2. We will consider the auxiliary system of integro-differential equa- 

tions with lag having the form 

q =i a~x(t-T.b)+f(t)+pX(t,x(t--~),....x(t--5p),~)+ &vj 
O==l j=l 

(5.6) 
Vere the constants Wj are uniquely determined from the linear non- 

homogeneous system 

m k 

x (t-~,), p)j~jdt + 2 Widij = 0 (j = 1 ,..., k) (5.7) 

0 i=l 

We assume that the conditions (2.11) are satisfied for f,. 

Lemma. l'he system of integro-differential equations with lag deter- 
mines a family of periodic solutions depending on k arbitrary constant 
parameters Ml, . ..) Mk and a parameter ,u of the form 

x,* (t, M, p) = M,cp,, + . -. + Mk(psk + ‘9s + px,* (t, M,,..vMk+) 
(s = l,...,.k) (5.8) 

where x *(t, M, p) are continuous functions of the parameters M 

definedSin some neighborhood of the fixed point Ml(‘), . . . . Mk(h&:j 
Mk 

the parameter CL, for \p\ < p* (p* is some positive number). These func- 

tions have continuous partial derivatives with respect to IV,, . . . . M,. 
‘Ihey are periodic and continuous functions of time t and period 277. 

When XS are analytic relative to x and TV in G, the functions x* will 

~~~~t~~~r~y~~~,r~'ro";v~o:",~~~,~~~: 
M, in some neighborhood of the 

lhe proof of this proposition is obtained by the method of successive 

approximations. 

We will take for the first approximation the generating perio(Jic 

solution xS (O) and the constants W.(O) determined from the system (5.6) 
and (5.7) when p = 0. We find thatlthe xS (0) are determined using formulas 
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(4.1) a& W.(O) = 0. ‘Ihen the Zth approximation is 
system of linear equations 

determined from the 

d$ = i a,d~) (t - Ta) + f (t) + px (t, dI---1) (t - TJ,..., 2+-l) (t -T,), p) + 
Cl=1 

k 

+ 2 ‘pjwjcz) 
j=l 

x (t, 39-l) (t - TJ ,.a.,2(z-1)(t-T~), ~)$jdt+ jJ Wi(')dij =O 
i=l 

In proving that all approximations lie in the 
the construction of majoring series, we will use 
in Section 2 of this article. 

region G, as well as in 
the estimates obtained 

?he proof of the convergence of the sequences 
an estimate for the number p*. 

x( I) and Wit *) yields 

6. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
periodic solutions of the system (1.1.). We will assume that the 
periodic solution xs* of the auxiliary system (S.h), (5.7) has been found. 
‘IIe corresponding constants will be found from the equations (5.7). 

Lt us introduce the notation 
2x R 

Wj” s pP7 (Ml,..., Mk,p) =-$\ 2 x,(t,2*(t--~)...z*(t--r,),~)~jdt 
0 s=1 

(j = I,..., k) 
(6.1) 

The functions Pi* as well as xs* ant\ Wj* will be defined in some 
region 

jP! <lJ*, /Mi-MMi’“‘I<H (i=l,...,k) 

where H is some positive number .letennineal in the course of the proof of 
the convergence of the successive approximations n 
x( ’ ) lie in the region G. 

01, 1@), so that the 

Theorem 3. In orller that the system (1.1) have a periollic solution of 
period 2n which becomes the Generating solution, it is necessary and 
sufficient that the equations 

Pj*(Ml,...,Mk,p) =O (i=lp...tk) (6.2) 

have a solution Mi(,u) in scme neighborhood p < q1 ( ,u* satisfying the 
condition Mi (0) = Mi( ‘1. 



Proof. Let the system (6.2) have a solution Mi(t) ('j(o) = Mj(O'q ‘Then 
the system of functions 

will be the periodic solution of the system cL1). ?his proves the 
sufficiency. 

Fe will assume that the system 11.1) has a periodic solution of the 

form indicated. Then the solution must belong to the family c5,8>, Sub- 

stituting in (5.6) and (5.71, we will find that the P.* must be equal to 

zero. This proves the necessity of the condition (6.21. 

In particular, to insure that the system (l,l) have a periodic solution, 
it is necessary that the constants satisfy the equations (4.2). The 

necessity of the condition (4.3) follows from an application of implicit 

function theory to the equations (6.2). 
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